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6. APPLICATIONS TO POLYNOMIALS IN SEVERAL. VARL4BLES 
For sn interesting application of Theorem 3, we recall Toscano’8 
generating function [23, p. 2401 
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where P$ denotes the fourth type of Lauricella’s hypergeometric functions 
of T variables defined by [12, p. 1131 
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where, as usual, (A), = I’@ + m)/r(A). 
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Formula (5.1) is ofthe type (3.1) with, of course, ,LJ=~, ~+,,,~=(c+m),&!, 
and 
(5.3) d&l, *a., Ll+)=I@[-n, bl, . ..) b,; c; 21, . . . . *;I, nB0. 
Consequently, Theorem 3 yields a new class of bilateral generating 
functions for the (multivariable) Lauricella polynomials in (5.3), and we 
have 
COROLLARY 12. In term of the non-vanishing function D,,(yl, . . . . y,) of 
Theorem8 2 and 3 (and of Corollaries 1 through ll), let 
(5.4) 
q&[a, ..a,%.; y1, .a., ys;q 
= nso a, F$[-m-qn, bl, . . . . bf; c; zl, . . . . q-1 
. Dp+m,(y~, . . . . y&n, h#O, 
where, a8 before, m is a non-negative integer, and p, q are po8itive integers. 
Then 
i- 
nzo Fx)[-m-n, h, . . . . bf; c; 24, . . . . *I C?$J&(yl, --.f Ys; W 
WE) 
i 
=(1--)-c-m fJ 1+ j-l ( &)-b’ 
L - c!o[~l/(l-t+~lt), *-., G/(1-t+zft); yr, . . . . y,; ztQ/(14)4], 
where QZ&( yl, . . . , y8; z) is a polynomial of degree [n/q] in z (with coeflcients 
depending on yl, . . ., y8) dejlned by 
@,ti$(yl, ***, 98; 2) 
(5.6) 
c+m+n-l = n-qk > 
ak .R,+s(y~, . . . . y,)z*, 
c, p and bl, . . . . b, being arbitrary ctnnplez parametera. 
Yet another application of Theorem 3 would result in a class of bilateral 
generating functions for the Lagrange polynomials gPB’(x, y) defined by 
(1.8). Indeed, these polynomials (occurring in certain statistical problems) 
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are known to satisfy the generating-function relationship [18, p. 318, 
Eq. (WI 
and Theorem 3 with r = 2 readily yields 
Then, for every non-negative integer m, 
1 nzo gg!; (z, y) JQ:Q, (21, . . . . 2,; wp (5.9) - 
! =(l-~)-“(l-yt)-~~!&[~/(l-zt),y/(l-yt);z1, . . ..z~.oJtq, 
where the functions N$$,&I, . . . , 5; w), n 2 0, are given by (4.24) with, of 
course, ye and z replaced by q and CO, mpectively, j= 1, . . ., r. 
REMARK 10. In terms of the Jacobi polynomials PP@)(z), we have the 
elegant relationship [18, p. 318, Eq. (103)] 
(5.10) g$B) (2, y) =yn pr+B-l. -B-n) 9 , 
( ) 
which exhibits the interesting fact that this last Corollary 13 (involving 
the two-variable Lagrange polynomials) can alternatively be derived from 
Corollary 7 involving Jacobi polynomials. 
6. MISCELLANEOUS APPLICATIONS 
I. For the Bessel function J*(z), the following generating function is 
well known [24, p. 141, Eq. (S)]: 
(6.1) -z. J,,.(x); =(1--t/z)-@ J,(I/(Za-Zzt)), 
where ,u is an arbitrary complex number. 
Equation (6.1) is of type (1.4) with 
(6.2) Alfl,,,=l/n!, f”=l, g=l(l-2t/x), h=v(d-2cct), 
and S;(z) = J,(z). {Alternatively, in (6.1) we may set ,a =Y +m, where m 
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is a non-negative integer, and compare the resulting equation with the 
generating-function relationship (1.1) to get 
P3) 
m .=1/n!, f=(1-2t/x)-V’e, g=l/(l-2t/x), 
( &2- 239, and B,(x) =JV+,(x), 
for arbitrary complex parameter v.) Thus, as an immediate consequence 
of Theorem 2, we have 
CosoLLdRY 14. Let 
where p and v are arbitrary com&!ex numbers, p and q are positive integers, 
m&T J&(yl, . . . . y8) is a non-vanishing function of yl, . . . , yr, s 2 1. 
Then 
t =(l-2t/x)-’ !Ql;[px2-2zt); y1, . . . . yu; ztP(l -%/x)-q, 
where thf3 functions MZ,$(yl, . . ., y8; z), n 2 0, are deJine4 aa before, by (4.17). 
II. Consider the sequence of functions 
(6.6) {fBP[Ul, . . . . 44;/%, . . . . po: g>:o 
defined by 
where 6 is an arbitrary positive integer, A(Q; A) abbreviates the array 
of 6 parameters 
(6.8) 1 A+1 n+e-l, ezl, ;, e, . . . . - 
e 
and for non-negative integers u and v, UE: denotes the generalized 
hypergeometric function 
(6.9) uPq[ul, . ..) au; /!?I, .*., j3v; x] = 2 (ul)m *-* wm “” m-o (/4)~8 . . . (/4h m!’ 
with, as in Equation (6.2), (LX),,,= F(d~+rn)/r(~~), it being understood that 
an empty product in (6.9) is 1. 
For the sequence of functions defined by (6.7), it is fairly straight- 
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, a**, 44; Bl, -*-, a: x]t” 
=(1-t)-“-m co$)[a1, . . . . or,; /!?I, . . . . #f3v: x/(1-tt)q, 
which, in conjunction with Theorem 2, yields 
COROLLARY 16. ht 
4$[q/l, --es $I%; t1 
(6.11) 
i - 
= nzo a, Oj$&l, . . . . au; /31, . ..) #k&J: x]
I * qI+,cyl, - - -, yap, an # 0, 
where m is a non-negative integer, and e, p, q are arbitrary positive integere. 
Then 
where Q%.t(y~, . . . . y8 ; z) is given by (5.6) with, of course, c = A ; 1, p, 0~1, . . . , CQ, 
and &, . . . . &, being arbitrary compl? parameters, u, ~20. 
III. For the Gould-Hopper generalization of the classical Hermite 
polynomials in (4.6), tiiz [7, p. 52, Eq. (2.1)] 
(6.13) l%(x, oc, ,I!?) = (- l)n xmLx exp (/?ti) Di{P exp (-/M)}, 
where D,=d/dx, it is known that [op. cit., p. 57, Eq. (5.3)] 
. exp @Y{l - (1 -t/2$} 
> 
Ii&(x-t, dl, /?), 
where the parameters OL, B and r are unrestricted, in general. 
In view of this last generating-function relationship (6.14), Theorem 2 
when applied to the Gould-Hopper polynomials results in 
COROLLARY 16. I# 
4.Xx; Yl, *--, 31s; t1 
(6.15) 




for every non-negative integer m. 
REMASK 11. In its special case when OL = 0, /? = 1 and r = 2, Corollary 16 
would reduce at once to Corollary 3 involving Hermite polynomials ; in 
fact, it is not difficult to verify that Corollary 16 also contains Corollary 9 
involving Laguerre polynomials. {See also Remarks 8 and 9.} 




(%,‘%A r, B, 4 = 7 exp UW 
r - (zk+lD,)~(3~~ exp ( - /?zr)}, 
were introduced by Srivastava and Singhal [20] in an attempt to provide 
an elegant unification of the various known generalizations of the classical 
Hermite and Laguerre polynomials (including, for example, the Gould- 
Hopper polynomials considered in Part III above) ; indeed, these poly- 
nomials ~IW known to possess the generating-function relationship [op. cit., 
p. 79, Eq. (3.6)]: 
[i (“:“) Gj&,,(z, r, /!I, k)tn = (1 - kt)-“-a’k 
(6.18) - exp 
( 
gti{l - (1 - kt)+E} 
. G$$ 
( 
s(l-kt)-“fi, ~,,3, k 
> 
, kfo, m=O, 1, 2, . . . . 
and it is not difficult to derive the following generalization of the earlier 
result [20, p. 79, Eq. (3.4)]: 
[ 2. (“in) G:$“‘(z, T, /3, k)tn 
(6.19) ! 
i 




x(1 + kt)l’k, r, /9, k 
> 
, 
where, as in the preceding result (6.18), k# 0 and m is an arbitrary non- 
negative integer. 
Making use of (6.18) and (6.19) in conjunction with Theorem 2, we 
obtain 
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COROLLARY 17. If 
ti:@; 91, **-, 96; t] 
(6.20) 
I - 
= n%. a?8 G!&n(Z9 r, BP k)fib+m(yl, . . . . y6)tn 
and 
(6.21) 
r, I% k)&,+,(yi, . . . , y6)tn# an # 0, 
then, for every non-negative integer m, 
mzo Glj,o:&, r, B, k) N::~.,(YI, . . . , yu ; 4tn 
(6.22) =(I -&)-“-“/k exp 
( 
/W{l - (1 - kt)+‘k} 
> 
- Ll$~[~(l-&)-i’~;yi, . . . . y#;z#/(l-&)@] 
and 
(0.23) =(l+&)-‘+=l& exp 
( 
#&?ti{ 1 - (1 + kt)f’E} 
> 
’ n~~[~(l+kt)“‘; yl, . . . . yes; @/(l+kt)‘], 
where k# 0, and the functions h?&(y~, . . ., y#; z), ng 0, are dej%ned by 
(4.24). 
REMARK 12. In view of the known relationships (1.4) through (1.9) in 
[20, p. 763, Corollary 17 can be shown to incorporate, as its special cases, 
a considerably large number of bilateral generating functions including, 
for example, those that are given by Corollaries 3, 8, 9 and 16. {See also 
Remark 13 below.} 
V. For the Konhauser biort?wgo& polynomials YZ(z; k), where a > - 1 
and k is a positive integer, it is known that (cf. [9], [lo] and [lS]) 
(6.24) Y:(s; 1) =L!?(z), Bn E (0, 1, 2, . ..}. 
and that [18, p. 316, Eq. (83)] 
(6.26) Y;(z; k) = k-n G:+” (cc, 1, 1, k), a> -1, k=l, 2, 3, . . . . 
in terms of the Srivastava-Singhal polynomials defined by (6.17). By 
virtue of this last relationship (6.26), an obvious special case of the 
Srivastava-Singhal formula (6.18) when r = p = 1 leads to the following 
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generalization of the known result (4.13) : 
i 









where, by definition, Q> - 1 and k is a positive integer. 
The generating-function relationship (6.26) is due to Calvez d C&in 
cl, P. A42, m. (6)i; as a matter of fact, it was also proven indefpendently 
by Prabhakar [15, p. 803, Eq. (3.3)]. Indeed, Calvez et GBnin [1, p. A42, 
Eq. (7)] also gave the following generalization of the known result (4.14): 
I 
*Zl (T) Y;$(x; k)t”= (1 +t)-‘+‘=+“/L 
(6.27) 
* eXP (2{1-(l+t)ln}) Y+(l+t)“‘; k), 
which, by virtue of the reIationship (6.25), is obviously contained in (6.19). 
Formulas (6.26) and (6.27) can evidently be used in conjunction with 
Theorem 2 to derive some interesting generalizations of the bilateral 
generating functions (4.37) and (4.39) given by Corollaries 8 and 9, 
respectively, and we are led to 
COROLLARY 18. In tern of the Kvnhawrer biorthogonal polynomials 
Yg(x; k), where ar> - 1 and k is a podive integer, let 
(6.28) 
k&$+&l, -- -9 ya)tm 
e;,[x; yl1, ***, 96s; t] 
(6.29) 
! - = "20 am Y&;Zlx; w&&l, ***,ydt", 
whfve a,#0 an& Sa,(yl, . . . . yd) i8 a nOn-V&8~i?ZjJ fUTU%b?& Of yl, . . ., ya. 
T&n, for every non-negative integer m, 
$,I Y&,(x; k) Q&&/I, . ..a YS; #” 
(6.30) = (I_ t)-~-(*+lh exp 
( 
~(1~ (I_ t)-1”) 
> 
* 42[x(l-t)-i’k; y1, . . . . yr; ztql-t)Q] 
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(6.31) =(l+t)-l+‘*+“” exp 
( 
x(1- (1 +t)l’k} 
> 
* Ag’[x(l+t)l’k; y1, . . . . ya; ztq1+qq, 
where the function8 lV$&,(y~, . . . , y8 ; z), n 2 0, are given by (4.24). 
BEMARE 13. In view of the known relationship (6.25), the bilateral 
generating fun&ions in (6.30) and (6.31) can indeed be deduced as special 
cases of Corollary 17 with P -/? = 1. {See also Remark 12.) 
VI. Finally, we recsll a known unification of the classical orthogonal 
polynomials of Hermite, Jacobi, and Laguerre, the Bessel polynomials 
(4.2), the Gould-Hopper polynomials (6.13), and several other polynomial 
systems studied in recent literature, defined by Srivastsva and Panda 
[19] in the form [op. cit., p. 307, Eq. (5)]: 
(6.32) 
&@[a~, a, b, c, d; y, E; W(X)] = (m+b)-” (m+d)-” 
n! w(z) 
- Q#m+b)~+~(cz++)m+~~(z)}, n=O, 1, 2, . . . . 
where the parameters a, b, c, cl, a, /l, y, E are arbitrary constants, real 
or complex, and w(z) is independent of rc snd differentiable any number 
of times. 
For the sequence of functions defined by (6.32), we know thst [19, 
p. 311, Eq. (27)] f (“in) &;,~P--)[z, a, b, C, d; 7, E; w(z)]t” 




z sgqt, a, b, C, 4 Y, e; W)l, 
where 
(6.34) t=s+t(=+b)y(C~+a)‘, 
and thst [op. cit., p. 312, Eq. (28)] 
f (T) 
Sgp D[z, a, b, C, d ; y, 1; w(z)]t” 




where, for convenience, 
(6.36) rl= (z+dt(az+b)Y) ( l-ct(cz~+b)y)-l. 
Furthermore, it is fairly easy to give the following variation of the 
generating-function relationship (6.35) : 
f (7”) S~$p)[z, a, b, c, a; 1, 6; w(z)]tn 
1 
-a-p-m-r 
(6.37) 1+t(bc-m-z)(cz+&)‘-’ 1--4(ccc++) 
$ L$J’[C, a, b, c, d; 1, e; w(C)], 
where 
In view of the generating-function relationships (6.33), (6.36) and (6.37), 
Theorem 2 can be applied to derive the following classes of bilateral 
generating functions for the (Srivastava-Panda) sequence of functions 
defined by (6.32): 
COROLLARY 19. If 
(6.39) = *go a, Sgqp-) [Lc, a, b, c, a; y, E; w(z)] 
* sl,+,(y1, **., yrp, %#O, 
then 
1 sgo &yp-4 [G&&C,& r,&;w(2)1iq$,q (Yl, ***,yr; zp 






- #$qkYl* . . . . ya; ztcl l+at(mE+b)y-‘(cz+a) ( 
1 
-Ye 
l+ct(m+b)Y(fx+d)‘-1 - , 




aso 4iqPp' ix, a, b, c, & 7, 1; 441 ~~C,,(y~, . . . . y6; z)t* 
= 1+t(d-bc)(w+b)~-* o 
( H 1 
-a-p-n-r 
1 - ct(aa: + b)Y 
(6.42) 
* $$ ng;; 
[ 
-Y6 qJ; y1, . ..) yur; zc 1+t(ad-bc)(m+b)Y-1 
( I 
, 
where q is dejined by (6.36). 
UOROLLARY 21. If 
(6.43) 
then 
*z. sg&-m’ b, a, b, C, a; 1,~; W(X)] 





1 - d(m + a)’ 
I 
w(T) .qgiqC;Yl ,*-*, ( -m ~6; ZtQ i+t(bc-d)(m+a)‘-’ 
, 
where 5 i8 dqh-2 by (6.38). 
REMARK 14. In view of the relationships (6), (7) and (8) in [19, p. 3081, 
and (4) through (9) in [21, p. 9701, Corolla&s 19, 20 and 21 cm readily 
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be specialized to derive several classes of bilateral (or mixed multilateral) 
generating functions for various known generalizations of the classical 
orthogonal polynomials. votice, for example, that our last Corollary 21 
provides a unification of Corollaries 1, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 16.) 
REMARK 16. Since [lQ, p. 308, Eq. (lo)] 
( 
i$=J [x, a, b, c, a; y, E; w(x)]=[abY+‘-‘Cy-‘al-‘]-* 
(6.46;) 
a,b,&d,b%;c,y;w , 
which obviously is a generalization of the well-known result (4.34), Corol- 
laries 20 and 21 are essentially equivalent. {See also Remark 6 concerning 
their special cases, viz Corollaries 6 and 7, respectively.} 
It may be of interest to conclude by observing that our general Theorems 
2 and 3, and indeed their various corollaries given above, will readily 
yield a class of bilinear, bilateral or mixed multilateral generating functions 
for every sequence of special functions satisfying a generating-function 
relationship of the type (1.1) or (1.4) or (3.1). Evidently, therefore, the 
general results discussed in the present paper are much more widely 
applicable than what we have indicated here rather briefly. 
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